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TT No.240: Mike Latham - Tues 2 May 2006: Northern League Division One. Tow 

Law Town 2-2 Thornaby. Attendance: 120 (headcount). Admission: £4; No 

programme; FGIF Match Rating: 3*. 

Anyone with a copy of Kerry Miller’s ‘History of Non-League Football Grounds’ 

could not fail to want to go to Tow Law Town. Miller describes his visit as ‘an 

unforgettable experience.’  

The traveller ‘will not see a game any nearer the moon’ is his way of describing 

the Ironworks Ground, perched on a ridge high above the Durham coalfields- the 

highest non-league ground in the country. Established in 1890, as a sign on the 

covered terrace behind the far goal reminds us, Tow Law moved grounds from 

their original home in Church Lane during the 1892/93 season- the Ironworks 

Ground was built by miners during the miners’ strike.  

On a pleasant early May afternoon, the journey up to J38 of the M6 and across 

through Barnard Castle to West Auckland and then up the A68 to Tow Law was 

surprisingly easy with not a single caravan or farmyard vehicle to frustrate the 

eager groundhopper. But the mood of my travelling companion darkened on arrival 

at the ground, located just off the main street and not far from the stunning war 

memorial. There were no programmes issued for the game.  

Now he has a far more draconian view than me on his subject. He feels that clubs 

should have a points-deduction for not issuing programmes and that the 

programme editor should be fastened in stocks and be pelted with rotten tomatoes 

by angry travellers. Something of an extreme view perhaps but surely clubs in the 

Northern League should be able to issue if only a modest offering for the 

credibility of the club and the league.  

He was on the verge of turning tail and finding an alternative venue but as this 

appeared to be a Westmorland League game 60 miles away that had already 

kicked-off he was persuaded to stay, kicking, screaming and muttering.  

Things did get better. There is a small club house at the entrance that serves a 

very decent and cheap pint and the club officials, particularly the long serving 

secretary and his son were most helpful, producing the team line-ups and a Tow 

Law commemorative programme from 2003 when they broke South Bank’s record 

for most games played in the Northern League.  

And the ground is simply stunning- with amazing views over deep valleys and 

distant hills, though even in early May, with the wind rising in force, it still seemed 

one of the bleakest places in the kingdom. There is a small black and white 

painted stand straddling the halfway line as additional cover and the more 

experienced home supporters, it seemed, all had their favourite vantage points out 

of the worst of the elements. With the skies turning from blue to glowering black 

clouds in little more than half-an-hour and an intense gale whipping up passing 



football was difficult but both sides did their best in their respective last games of 

the campaign. This was the ground where Chris Waddle learnt his early football 

while he worked also in the local sausage factory.  If he could weave his wing skills 

here he could do so anywhere.  

Tow Law led 2-1 after a dramatic opening eleven minutes and wasted several 

clear-cut chances, paying the price when Thornaby equalised two minutes from 

time. The point was sufficient to move the visitors out of the relegation places 

though they may still begin next season in division two if their appeal against 

demotion for ground grading problems proves unsuccessful. The scorer of the late 

equalising goal whirled his shirt around his head on a mazy run of celebration and 

suffered the inevitable booking.  He was lucky not to suffer from hypothermia such 

was the wind-chill factor.  

A hardy group of travellers manned the open terrace opposite the main stand, 

taking the full force of the winds with such fortitude that showed they were 

indeed veterans of the Ironworks Ground. A crowd of around 120 witnessed the 

action, many huddled around the excellent tea bar at the club house end that did 

a roaring trade and the quality of whose products were well above the norm. No 

one, part from my fellow traveller, seemed the least bit concerned at the lack of a 

programme but he was niggled all the way home, not for the first time after 

attending a fixture in this league this season.  

That reservation apart- and it is a big one for many people- a trip to the Ironworks 

Ground is every bit as unforgettable as Miller describes and should be high on the 

list of any traveller.   
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